
 

 

Overview 

Prohashing’s “Trusted Mining” program provides program members a profitability advantage over non-members.  As a 

member of the program, I (the customer) understand that being a trusted miner incurs specific responsibilities.   

This is a legally-binding contract between me and Prohashing, LLC. 

 

Requirements of membership 

The full membership requirements for the Trusted Mining Program are posted in Prohashing’s documentation.  I attest 

the following: 

• I have not been convicted of a misdemeanor involving theft or fraud, or of any felony. 

• I do not currently have another Prohashing account enrolled in the Trusted Mining Program. 

 

Benefit 

I will receive a benefit above what non-members earn.  The benefit amount changes daily and is listed in the “Trusted 

Mining” portion of the Prohashing “Account Settings” page.   Balances listed in the dashboard already include the 

benefit.  The profitability published in the Prohashing API is the lower profitability paid to non-members.  If I am 

dissatisfied with the benefit amount, I may submit a support ticket to terminate my membership in the Program. 

 

Usage of miners 

I am being trusted to mine honestly, and accept responsibility for the operation of my workers. 

• I understand that it is my responsibility to exercise care with CPU and GPU mining software.  I will incur liability if 

CPU or GPU mining software does not submit all the blocks it finds. 

• It is preferred that I not use cloud mining services.  If I choose to do so, then I understand that I will be liable if 

the cloud miners fail to submit all blocks they find. 

• It is preferred that I will use the manufacturer’s recommended firmware on my miners.  If I choose to use 

custom firmware, I understand that I will be liable if the firmware fails to submit all blocks it finds. 

 

Regulations and identity documents 

The Trusted Mining program is completely independent of any government regulations.  Identity data from Trusted 

Mining will not be submitted to any government or third party, and is encrypted on a disconnected disk that is not easily 

accessible.  I understand that I will be required to submit data separately if government or taxation regulations require. 



 

Ending the program 

I may request termination from the Trusted Mining Program by submitting a support ticket.  Prohashing may terminate 

the Trusted Mining Program at any time, for one or all customers.  Earnings from the Program up to its termination time 

will still be paid, but future rewards will not earn the trusted mining bonus.  Prohashing will delete my identity 

documents within 30 days of my termination from the program. 

 

Low-luck penalty 

Prohashing records data about shares and blocks submitted to its systems.  I understand that, in the event the Poisson 

statistical distribution’s cumulative distribution function demonstrates that my trusted workers’ block-finding luck are 

unlikely to have been caused by random chance, Prohashing has the option to assess a low-luck penalty.  Prohashing 

also has the option to assess a low-luck penalty if share submission behavior matches that of known bad software. 

In a low-luck penalty, the amount owed to Prohashing will be the difference in dollar value between the blocks my 

trusted workers actually found, and the value that a worker with average luck would be expected to find.  The payment 

will be deducted from my Prohashing account balance.  If the balance is insufficient, I will pay the difference in 

cryptocurrency or by check. 

 

Venue 

The venue for all disputes regarding this contract is Centre County, Pennsylvania, in the United States of America. 

 

 

I agree to the terms listed above. 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________     2020-10-03____________ 

Christopher Sokolowski, on behalf of Prohashing, LLC                                            Date 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________     _____________________ 

Customer signature                Date 

 

Print first and last name:  _______________________________________________________________ 

Print username:  ______________________________________________________________________ 


